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The latest version of the Jungo driver which is successfully working on XP & across all devices is
9.2.1, which co-incidentally is the version before the jump to 10.0 (which is crap), which is

unfortunately necessarily used by the AVR toolchain installer. Trying to hack the driver
IDs/versions/etc. will not work (I tried). So, the next best thing was to try and make the AVR
Toolchain work with the 9.2.x driver - which thankfully is easy to do, since they channel all

AVRISP mkII communications to the Jungo driver through an abstraction DLL. I have not had
time to test/verify the device tree setup, but it looks as if it will work for most Linux based

boards, and without any tweaks for the AVRISP mkII will work fine with a standalone AVRISP
mkII. The next step was to start working on an AVRISP mkII installer that would install properly
into C:\Program Files (x86). This was more difficult that it seems, but has eventually paid off, as
it turned out that there were no serious problems with the old 9.x drivers and I could have just
re-used that installer. There were a few things that needed to be altered, but it turned out that
in the end it was simpler to debug the arduino installer, than the AVRISP mkII installer. This is a

simple and easy to follow guide, for the slowest thinking among us who want to make this
driver work, Windows XP and above is supported. I like the way OMNIVISIONs web page makes
things look so. Soon we can make full use of your time and effort. We are working to make this
application more powerful and efficient so that you will be rewarded with a greater amount of
time to do your real work, and less time on the chase of knowledge and advancement. In this

way, Jungo is able to make the CoDriver mobile application platform self-sufficient.
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after that, we have to get used to the new api, especially the new folder structure,
configuration, registry and inf files. one big surprise was, that there is no easy way to integrate
the usb descriptor files into studio. so we had to rewrite all those manually and hope, that we

can continue to use them for that. when we found that, we added a tool to our installer to
automate the process of rewriting and also allow to integrate the generated files. there was also
some other minor issues, but nothing that would require the user to do anything before starting

the automatic upgrade. so far, everything works like a charm for us. we even tried to do the
upgrade without a computer, using just the internet, but it seems that even that would fail

because the automatic unlink process failed. the good news is, that the last beta we had before
the final product shipped allowed to include all the beta modules. the bad news is, that all those
beta modules are not really tested and mature, yet. so we also got a "clipping" error, the most
common one, that came up when we tried to load the usb modules. later on, when the actual

install process begins and we get to the driver model selection part, the "clipping" will fail
(sometimes, although it is not quite clear why), and we will have to manually install the beta

modules. i tried to manually uninstall the beta modules after that, as suggested by the installer,
but no way. i still got the error and no way to uninstall them. it seems that the installer will first

uninstall the beta modules, then go on to try to uninstall the stable driver. 5ec8ef588b
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